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Abstract
Cloud computing is an emerging computing technology which aims to share data calculations and services
transparently among users of a massive grid. It relies on sharing of resources to achieve coherence and economy of
scale, similar to an electricity network. In cloud computing, a virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a computer
system. A key feature of live migration is the movement of a virtual machine from one physical host to another
without shutting down the client. Live-migration performance testing motivates the need for a better multi-VM
migration strategy. Live Migration is always be used when transferring Multiple VMs. The system goal is to
efficiently migrate multiple Virtual Machines(VMs) within the hosting infrastructure with minimum service
interruptions(downtime) and also to minimize the total migration time by optimising the bit rate for migrating large
pools of VMs.
1. Introduction
Cloud computing is a type of Internet-based computing that provides shared resources and data to computers. Cloud
computing can be categorized into the following types: Public Cloud is a publicly accessible cloud environment
owned by a third party cloud provider. The cloud provider is responsible for the creation and ongoing maintenance of
the public cloud and its resources. Private cloud is owned by a single organization [1].It allows an organization to use
cloud computing technology as a means of centralized accesses to resources by different parts, locations or
departments of the organization. Hybrid Cloud is a cloud environment comprised of two or more different cloud
deployment models. The series of cloud computing are broadly divided into three categories:
•

Infrastructure as a Service(Iaas):- which allows customers to use computing resources such as storage
platform as a service which is a development platform, and processing power.
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•
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Platform as a Service (PaaS):- It is a development platform supporting the full “Software Life Cycle” that
allows cloud consumers to develop cloud services and applications.

•

Software as a Service (SaaS):- which delivers special purpose software that is remotely available to
consumers.

Cloud computing is also divided into five layers including clients, applications, platform, infrastructure and servers.
In a cloud data centre, virtualization technology is widely accepted because of its imposing advantages in cost
savings, resource utilization, resource management[2]. One of the most significant advantages of live migration is the
fact that it facilitates passionate maintenance. If an unavoidable failure is suspected, the potential problem can be
resolved before failure of service occurs. Live migration allows an administrator to take a virtual machine offline for
maintenance or upgrading without causing the system's users to downtime., in which work is shared among
computers in order to optimize the utilization of available CPU resources.Fig.1 depicts the VM migration from one
host to another.

Fig.1 Migration of Virtual Machine.
2. Related Work-Live Migration of Virtual Machine (VM)
The Pre-Copy and Post-Copy technique [3] has been used to analyse the performance of live migration of virtual
machine in multi-tier workloads in virtualization environment. In live migration the workloads are classified as
single-tier workload and Multi-tier workloads. A single-tier workload runs on single host and does not exchange data
with another host. The Multi-tier workloads are composed of a set of workloads running on different hosts. Multi-tier
workloads based on features such as Group work, Interactive and Single-Node Failure. The Pre-Copy and Post-Copy
technique is used for analysing the performance of live migration in multi-tier workloads. The Pre-Copy technique is
used to copy all the memory pages from one host to another host while virtual machine is still running on the source.
In post-Copy technique few subset of execution state of virtual machine is transferred to the target by suspending the
virtual machine at source.
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The experimental results shows that multi-tier workloads on virtual machines can work as well as those on traditional
physical machines. But due to migration overhead, live migration will cause performance decrease in multi-tier
workloads in an unstable environment.
The Routing and Bandwidth Allocation (RBA)[5] algorithm is used to measure the performance of livemigration
of Virtual Machine in cloud environment. This is an optimization Algorithm which is calculated in terms of migration
blocking probability and network resources. The probability in which a live VM migration cannot be accommodated
in network resources utilization. Then the only possibility is that to provision VM migration requests with bandwidth
that could be beneficial for efficient network resource utilization. In order to improve the network performance,
bandwidth has been allocated for the purpose of migration in virtual machine. Bandwidth is reserved in source and
destination data centres. By assigning high bandwidth performance can be achieved in live migration of virtual
machine. But the problem is performance decreases with low bandwidth assignment.
Dynamic Resource Allocation Algorithm [6] had been proposed for scheduling tasks for Iaas cloud system. The
two online Dynamic Resource Allocation Algorithm are Dynamic Cloud min–min scheduling (DCMMS) and
Dynamic Cloud list scheduling (DCLS). Originally min-min algorithm does not consider the task dependency but in
dynamic min-min algorithm, the mapped task need to be updated to maintain the task dependency in every
scheduling step. In Resource Allocation model, there are two different modes for renting the computer capacities
such as Advanced Reservation(AR) (i.e) the resources are reserved in advance they should be available at specific
time and another mode is Best-effort. Requests are placed in a queue and resources are provisioned as soon as
possible. The Algorithm adjust the resource allocation dynamically based on the updated information of the actual
task executions. In Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud computing, computational resources are provided to
remote users so that he/she can request multiple cloud services simultaneously. In cloud system the processing can be
done in parallel in order to improve the performance. The main benefit is that the algorithm can significantly improve
the performance and reduce the energy consumption in cloud system.
Pre-Copy mechanism [7] has been implemented to obtain two metrics namely Total Migration time and Downtime.
Bandwidth Allocation mechanism has been designed based on Pre-Copy mechanism. The bandwidth has to be
theoretically analysed to obtain the Total Migration time and Downtime. In Pre-copy migration, the OS execution is
not stopped during the transfer. All the pages are transferred using the minimum bandwidth at first round. The
bandwidth used for subsequent rounds equals the summation of the dirtying rate of the previous round and a constant
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increment. A maximum bandwidth value is given to avoid too much of bandwidth in migration. The results shows
that the bandwidth obtained from experimented model guarantees both total migration time and downtime. In order to
guarantee bandwidth, a transport protocol rSAB is designed. rSAB is proposed to allocate bandwidth to VM
migration flows. The reciprocal-based model well characterizes the dirtying frequency of the memory pages. Based
on the results of the reciprocal-based model, the delay bound of live migration can be guaranteed. The problem with
migration is that maximum bandwidth value has to be allocated for migration to take place.
Remote Page-fault Filter (RPFF) [8]is used for Post-Copy live migration of virtual machine. Pre-Copy Live
migration causes network overhead which leads to slow migration whereas Post-Copy live migration approach can
provide quick migration with low network overhead but would lead to a lot of remote page faults. The remote Page
faults would degrade the application performance. Hence we need to improve the post-copy approach by eliminating
unnecessary remote page faults. In post-copy live migration With RPFF, remote page requests caused by page
overwriting operations are redirected to local memory instead of fetching the pages from the source host over the
network. The problem in live migration of virtual machine is that lot of page faults occurred in post-copy approach.
Multiple VMs migration scheduling Algorithm [9] is used to maximize the performance of migration. Live Virtual
Machine(VM)migration allows the application or VM to move from one host to another without disconnecting the
client. Live migration consists of two approaches namely Pre-copy live migration and Post-Copy live migration
approach.
In Pre-Copy live migration approach all memory pages of migrating VM are transferred to target Physical Machine
(PM) and memory pages are copied iteratively at copy phase and sent to the target PM whereas in Post-Copy live
migration approach the VM at source PM is stopped at the beginning of migration, memory pages are sent to target
PM to resume its operation there.VM migration scheduling is an Optimized Algorithm to migrate multiple VMs on
any data centre with minimum total migration time and total migration downtime. The authors done this experiment
through simulation. The result shows that the algorithm can migrate multiple VMs to reduce the total migration time
and downtime. The problem is that live VM migration ignore the inter-VM dependencies, and network topology and
its bandwidth.
VM buddies [10] has been used to solve the correlated VM migrations problem in multi-tier application. Inorder to
reduce the migration cost, VM buddies coordinates VM migrations with a synchronization protocol and an optimal
network bandwidth allocation algorithm. Bandwidth allocation is done based on static workload migration and
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dynamic workload migration. The static workload migration uses single VM as building block to analyse the
migration cost. But the migration completion time has negative effect on application performance. The dynamic
workload migration page dirtying rates has been temporarily changed to design the bandwidth. In VMbuddies,
network bandwidth must be allocated to each migration process to minimize total migration cost of multitier
applications. The problem is that the bandwidth allocation leads to performance degradation but it reduces the
migration cost of multi-tier applications.
Eviction Time [11] is a new metric has been introduced for live migration of Virtual Machine. Eviction time is the
time to evict from one or more VMs from source host. With Eviction time the source can be taken offline quickly. To
reduce eviction time source and destination has to be decoupled by Scatter-Gather live migration. The source should
quickly unload the state of migrating VMs, preferably at its maximum transmission rate, whereas the destination
should retrieve and resume the VMs. To reduce the eviction time Scatter-Gather live VM migration for migrating one
or more VMs in cloud environment. The benefit of scatter-Gather approach is to reduce the eviction time. The
eviction time would leads to increase in network overhead.
Geometric programming model and online multi-VM live migration algorithm [12] is used for live migration of
Virtual Machine(VM) in cloud environment. The geometric program is used to minimize the total migration time via
optimal bit-rate assignments. But multi-VM live migration algorithm reduces the migration time based on bandwidth
allocation for each dirty page memory transfer. The online Algorithm has been compared with offline Algorithm to
analyse the performance of live migration of Virtual Machine. The performance of VM live migration is based on
two parameters namely downtime and total migration time [14].The downtime measures the impact of the migration
on the end-user’s apperceive quality of service, whereas the total migration time measures the network infrastructure
in cloud environment. The benefit of geometric programming model is to minimize the total migration time and
downtime. But the problem is that the number of Iteration process in pre-copy phase is not efficient. Since the time
for VM pre-copy increases.
Hierarchy Token Bucket Algorithm [13] is used to improve the performance of live VM migration traffic and VM
to VM communication. Live migration allows the VM or application to move from one host to another without
disconnecting the client. Live migration is based on three approaches namely Pre-Copy, Post-Copy and Hybrid
approach.
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In Pre-Copy approach, the memory pages are copied to the state before its execution on destination node. The Postcopy approach transfers the execution state at destination node at the beginning of migration phase. The hybrid
approach is the variation of Post-Copy approach but limited Pre-Copy approach. The benefit of token bucket
algorithm is that it helps to reduce live VM migration latency and downtime. Due to live migration traffic, it leads to
communication overhead.
3. Comparison of Live Migration of Virtual Machine(VM)
S.No
1.

2.

Approaches

Advantages

Disadvantages

The Pre-Copy and Post-Copy

Multi-tier workloads

Live migration will

technique

on virtual machines

cause performance

can work as well as

decrease in multi-tier

those on traditional

workloads due to

physical machines.

migration overhead.

The Routing and Bandwidth

Reduce in energy

Performance decreases

Allocation (RBA)

consumption.

with low bandwidth
assignment.

3.

Dynamic Resource Allocation

It improves the

Increase in migration

Algorithm

performance and

cost.

reduce the energy
consumption in cloud
system.
4.

Pre-Copy mechanism

The total migration Migration will take
time and downtime place only if maximum

5.

6.

reduces.

bandwidth is allocated.

Remote Page-fault

It leads to degrade the

Lot of page faults

Filter(RPFF)

application

occurred in post-copy

performance.

approach.

Multiple VMs migration

The total migration

Live VM migration

scheduling Algorithm

time and downtime

ignore the inter-VM

reduces.

dependencies, and
network topology and
its bandwidth.

7.

VMbuddies

The migration cost of

The bandwidth

multi-tier applications

allocation leads to

reduces.

performance
degradation.
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8.

Eviction Time
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Scatter-Gather
It leads to increase in
approach is to reduce

network overhead.

the eviction time.
9.

Geometric programming model Minimizes the total

The number of Iteration

and online multi-VM live

migration time and

process in pre-copy

migration algorithm

downtime.

phase is not efficient.
Since the time for VM
pre-copy increases.

10.

Hierarchy Token bucket

It helps to reduce live

Algorithm

VM migration latency communication
and downtime.

It leads to

overhead.

4. Conclusion
Live migration is to move the virtual machine from one physical machine to another without any disturbance to
clients. Live virtual machine migration is helpful for the cloud service providers as it saves the server energy
consumption and the time to allocate the memory space requested by the clients. Efficient Live migration technique
as discussed in the above algorithm leads to reduction in migration overhead and also reduction in the total migration
time and user perceived service interruption(downtime). Efficient VM migration results in increase in reliability with
business activity.
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